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What’s happening here over the next 90 minutes?
• Workshop using interactive exercises demonstrating affinity techniques
• Audience – Beginner to Intermediate Agilest
• Demonstrated use of affinity facilitation techniques to:
–
–
–
–

Quickly innovate, generate, and evaluate top priority through affinity consensus
Quickly generate a sizeable backlog
Quickly estimate an entire backlog
Quickly prioritize and evaluate an entire backlog

• These techniques are generally taught but seldom seen applied by our clients
• Technique demonstration followed by debrief

Definition of Affinity?
• a spontaneous or natural liking or sympathy for someone or
something.
• a similarity of characteristics suggesting a relationship, especially
a resemblance in structure between animals, plants, or
languages.
• relationship, as opposed to blood ties.

Why Affinity Facilitation?
•
•
•
•

Reduce waste created by the analysis paralysis
Create volume, consensus, sizes, etc. quicker.
Use the 80/20 rule to get moving. Figure out the 20% later.
Scale it to make quick decisions on volume

What does Affinity allow us to do in facilitation of Agile?
Common techniques:

Less used techniques:

• Dot Voting
• Grouping down
• Relative sizing

• Discover group consensus
• Backlog generation
• Affinity discovery of entire
backlog (size, value, risk,
etc.)
• Program level retrospectives
narrowing

Measuring facilitation space and time
• “Art is how we decorate space, music is how we decorate time.” –
Author unknown.
• These facilitation techniques require space. How much depends
upon anticipated size of backlog and/or available tools.
• These facilitation techniques require time. Time-boxing is a good
agile adoption pattern.
• Popcorn facilitation of time technique explained.

Workshop Premise
• Welcome to Agility World opening 2025. The most amusing place in
the universe to experience everything agile.
• You are a combination of stakeholders, investors, and customer
focus groups.
• Todays work shop will use affinity facilitation techniques to discover,
estimate, prioritize and evaluate a backlog for the building of Agility
World.

35 Setup
1. On ruled side of 3x5 index card write down the one thing that
would make you come to Agility World.
1
2
2. On back side draw the table pictured
3
3. Give your card to someone else.
4
5
T

35 Explained
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1

2
When facilitator says “go”, find a partner to pair with
3
Split 7 points of score between your cards (0-7). No 3.5s allowed
4
Write down scores in your tables
5
Exchange cards and raise your hand. Find another raised hand/new pair.
You should no longer be holding your original card
T
Pair 5 time exchanging cards and raising your for a new pair had each time
Total your score on the back next to the T
Write the total score of the card your holding on the ruled side of the card and circle it
Wait for the facilitator to give you more instructions

4
5
3
0
6
18

35 Ending
• Self organize and build a histogram graph on the wall with all the 35
cards

35 Debrief
• What do you the customers, investors and stakeholders think is
important?
• How was affinity facilitation applied?
• How might you use this facilitation technique?

Creating Backlog Techniques
• Help your product owner
• Create as many ideas as you can through inviting people to write
stories. There are no bad ideas.
• If an idea comes into someone’s head, capture it as a story
• Don’t worry initially about MVP, Releases, Sprint order, size, priority,
etc.

Creating Backlog Techniques Setup
• Backlog creation using affinity techniques is initially about generating as many ideas as
possible
• Best accomplished with face-to-face co-located groups
• Requires space and a large time block.
• Reserve a room with lots of wall space for the duration of the time block.
• Invite the world to help you create backlog using a come-and-go approach
• Affinity comparison of stories using visual categories such as personas and themes will
drive volume of stories
• Don’t worry about prioritizing, estimating or evaluating we will deal with these concepts
later

Creating Backlog Technique 1 – Persona Generation
• Create 2-3 Personas (User Roles) for Agility World

Metrics Manager
• Determines metrics for measuring
productivity
• Loves tools that track things
• Believes is all about the metrics
• People and sustainable pace take a
back seat

Undisciplined Developer

Kanban Coach
• All about value chains, WIP and
controlled flow
• Focus on improving cycle time and
removing impediments
• Kaisen is my thing

•
•
•
•

Unit test code in production
Works on 7 projects at once
Has never heard of XP
Likes Coffee, Pizza, and Beer but not
necessarily in that order

Creating Backlog Technique 2 – Persona Generation
• Determine persona activities (epics)
– Drink beer
– Eat pizza

• Determine task for feature (story headings)
Undisciplined Developer
•
•
•
•

Unit test code in production
Works on 7 projects at once
Has never heard of XP
Likes Coffee, Pizza, and Beer but not
necessarily in that order

– Order a oatmeal stout beer
– Order vegan pizza

• Create your (properly written) stories
– As a developer I want to order an oatmeal stout beer at the
Agility World Developers Cantina, so that don’t feel so badly
about having to work on production issues all night

Creating Backlog Technique 2 – Story Gallery
• How Persona’s might be organized in a story gallery:
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Creating Backlog Technique 2 – Story Gallery
• Comparing Themes
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Backlog Creation Exercise
• Work in pairs
• Review existing story gallery on the wall
• Work in pairs to accomplish 1 or more of the following options with
the exercise time-box:
– Add stories to the existing gallery
– Add persona(s) to the existing gallery
– Add themes to the existing gallery

Creating Backlog Debrief
• How much new content was created during the exercise time box?
• How helpful was the ability to view all persona’s and themes in
creating new backlog?
• How helpful was the ability to compare existing stories in creating
new backlog?
• What role did affinity play?
• How might you use this facilitation technique?

Affinity Estimation – Exercise
We can size this backlog very quickly – 80/20
Fist of 5 consent on a Fibonacci 8
Pull all stories off wall and turn upside down on tables
Round 1: Pairs pull stories one t a time and place
under estimated effort using the size 8 story as a
reference (same, larger, smaller)
• Round 2: Pairs review estimates and move any story
they choose somewhere else
• Scrum Master/Coach looking for contested stories
only
•
•
•
•

Affinity Estimation Debrief
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How many stories estimated?
How long did it take?
What role did affinity play?
How might you use the estimate of an entire backlog?
What happens to contested stories?
How else might we use this technique?
Write estimates on cards

Affinity Valuation Exercise
• Repeat exercise based on relative value

Affinity Valuation Debrief
• Write relative value on cards
• What stories should we complete first?
• What stories are ready for teams to consume now?

Q&A
• How will you use these techniques at work?
• How will these techniques reduce waste in your current process?

Thank you!
• Jeff Lopez- Stuit
– jeff@improvementschool.com
– FB: https://www.facebook.com/jeff.lopezstuit
– LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jefflopezstuit/

